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Early Childhood Education

1. What brought you to education?

2. What are the things that keep you here?

3. What do you hope to accomplish with 

the children in your care?

Credit: Brivia Consulting
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Development of the whole 
child—many competencies

The importance of belonging.

Relationships as central.

Ryan and Powelson 1991



The Development of the Whole 
Child

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/childcare/HowLearningHappens.pdf
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Sensitive Periods in Early Brain Development
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Child Mental Health and 
Well Being Is…

The developing capacity of the child to:
• form close and secure adult and peer relationships,
• experience, manage and express a full range of 

emotions
• explore the environment and learn –

All in the context of family, community, and culture

• Child mental health = healthy social and 

emotional development.
Cohen, Oser & Quigley, 2012 Zero to Three
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Do we see the child/teacher/parent

As an empty vessel? Needing to be 

‘filled up’ with what we ‘know is best’?

Or 

Do we see the child /teacher/parent

AS a Powerful ,resourceful, creative co-learner and creator ?

Develop normally or function to the best of ability?

Fix the problem…..or promote activity and what can be?

WHAT IS OUR IMAGE OF THE CHILD?

What we believe about 
children informs our view…and 
our language.

Adapted from  Loris Malaguzzi



Children’s Fears and Experiences

• All of us have the same fear …

Fear of the unknown

• Children express their fear through behaviour

• Expect BIG feelings

• Number one job: acknowledge the feelings

• Give kids the language for their emotions



Feeling and Emotions
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What Can an Educator Do?

• Invest time and energy in building relationships

• Respond promptly to children’s distress

• Treat each child individually; give each child what they need to build a strong 

relationship with educators and peers

• Understand that warm, reciprocal and caring interactions are required for 

relationships to grow and deepen

• Be willing to share control with children in emotionally and developmentally 

appropriate ways

• Focus on children’s strengths and feelings in all interactions
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Working from a place of values and vision

•Building strong relationships

•Seeing and supporting strengths and competencies

•Supporting professional learning in multiple ways



Take a Moment to Consider  
Vision

What vision do you hold for yourself?

What are the values that underpin your vision?

How do you stay true to these in difficult times?



Relationships Matter



Take a Moment to Consider 
Relationships

What words come to mind when you think of the close 
relationships in your life?

How do you feel when you are with these people?

What do you believe are the characteristics of close, 
trusting relationships?
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Sense of Belonging –Feeling Felt
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All Behaviour Has a Reason

• Children will do well if they can

• Try and see the world from the child’s 

perspective

• If we believe that stress is the underlying 

issue for most behaviour, we will seek to 

find the source (i.e., be a stress detective!)



A Young Child’s Response to Stress May Include:

• Excessive day-dreaming

• Disengagement

• Opposition

• Defiance

• Motor hyperactivity

• Out-of-control, accident-prone behaviour

• Anxiety and/or mood swings

• Impulsive behaviours

• Sleep problems
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What is Self-Regulation?

How effectively and efficiently a person deals 
with stress and then recovers…

• Brain responds to stress with processes that 
consume energy

• Followed by restorative processes to recover 
from  energy expenditure

Dr Stuart Shanker
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Connect Before 
Correct
How do we spend our time with children?
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Directing and 
Correcting
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Filling the 

emotional piggy 

bank…



Fight or Flight Response

Calm State Calm State

Stressful Event Threat Removed

Prefrontal Cortex
Hippocampus

Amygdala

Ideal Stress Response Cycle





Emotional Reaction

Dysregulation

Calm

Regulation

Co-regulator

Hippocampus



Uncertainty & The Brain

Limbic 

System

Rational 

Brain

Uncertainty makes your brain yield control to the limbic system. 
You must engage your rational brain to keep yourself on track.



The Three Great States

Leaders can control these within relationships and can 
influence them in the environment.

SAFE SIGNIFICANT SITUATED



SAFE: 
Physically, Emotionally, Socially, Mentally 

Safe Comfort/Security/Trust.

.

Always start with “How are you?”;

Reinforce how great it is to ”see” them & how 

important they are;

Slow the pace: go slow to go fast;

Regularly perception check;



Value/Worth, Being Valued, 

Having Belonging, Connection.

SIGNIFICANT

Smile more often

Say thank you;

Maintain an optimistic and positive attitude;

Use their name more often;

Connect before you correct (3:1);

Focus more on what’s going well vs. what’s not.



Direction, Clear expectations, Clear roles

Focus, Why & What, Purpose, Goals.

SITUATED

Provide flexible structure & routine;

Make things as predictable and planned;

Follow-through on commitments;

Involve in planning and decision making;

Collaborate on meaningful goals, important to them;

Ensure their voice & personal sense of agency;

Provide something fun to look forward to.
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On a day I was exceptionally concerned 
about my efficacy as an educator while 

wearing a mask a 3 year old said 
"I love you because you are so special. 

Love makes joy come out your eyes and I 
can feel it in my heart." … 

We can still build relationships while 
wearing a mask!

- ECE from Simcoe County
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Well-being

Connection

Educator-student



How to Care for Yourself



From Self-Care to We Care: 

The shift to bringing our best self as a professional requirement



Lend Them Your Calm
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DON’T ASK WHAT’S WRONG, 

ASK WHAT’S GOING ON!



School Mental Health Ontario

Calm Place – where do 

you feel the most 

relaxed?

Tense and relax

Gratitude moment

Just Notice 5 see, 

4 hear, 3 feel/touch, 

2 smell, 1 taste

Let it go 

(radical acceptance)

Four finger affirmation

“I am loved today”

“I believe in me”

“Breath, listen, smile, 

love”

“I can handle this”

Just listen

Just breathe



For our own well-being: learn.4mentalhealth.com 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/pulling-through/202004/the-pandemic-toolkit-parents-need?eml



Thank you!

Thank you!

Thank you!



Dr. Jean’s Latest Book

To obtain a copy of Love Builds 
Brains, email:

tallpinepress@gmail.com

$28.95+HST


